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OUR BUSINESS

OUR MODUS OPERANDI

The Australian Council of Deans

ACDE works through:

of Education (ACDE) is the peak
body representing all
Australian universities and
several of the private colleges
that offer initial teacher
education degrees.

- Involvement in national
projects
- Providing opportunities for
consultation and
participation

About
t he
ACDE

- Engaging with key
stakeholders and the media

OUR ASPIRATIONS

on educational issues of
national significance

ACDE works to ensure that

- Building strategic

Australia produces teacher

collaborations

graduates of the highest
quality; has a strong teaching

WHAT THE ACDE DOES

profession; and an inclusive
and innovative education

- Provides members with a

- Encourages national

system that enhances learning

forum to debate, develop

conversations that

and teaching.

strategies and share

enhance the public

professional learning

standing of the

- Supports the funding,

education profession

recognition and conduct of

and promote the

research in education and

importance of

the training of researchers

evidence-based
practices and policies in
teacher education
- Undertakes
internationally
recognised research
and scholarship to
support policy
development partners
with national
organisations to
influence education
policy and practice .

President 's
Report

Board, former MATSITI Project
Director, Professor Peter Buckskin,
and the Australian Indigenous
Lecturers in Initial Teacher Education
Association (AILITEA).
In mid 2017, ACDE took over
stewardship of the 3Rs ? Respect,
Relationships, Reconciliation platform,
which will be managed in close
consultation with the AILITEA.
All the ACDE Networks have
undertaken projects and continue to
be the on-the-ground eyes and ears
that inform so much ACDE work. A
special mention goes to our most
recent addition, the Network of
Academic Directors of Professional
Experience (NADPE), is thriving under
Professor Christine Ure?s guidance.

It has been another busy year for
ACDE with a particular focus on the
attraction and retention of teachers;
the ways in which Initial Teacher
Education students are selected;
Professional Experience of those
students; ongoing Professional
Development for teachers; Teaching
Performance Assessment (TPA); and
research that supports quality
teaching. The ACDE Strategic Plan,
which outlines our priorities, was
revised for presentation to the 2017
AGM following a strategic planning
session with the Board in February.
The four-year More Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Teachers
Initiative (MATSITI) released its final
report in late 2016. The Federal
Government has not yet provided
further funding to continue the vital
work done by MATSITI. However,
ACDE remains committed to
advocating on the issue alongside our
Indigenous representative on the

Inevitably there were Board comings
and goings as colleagues moved into
new roles. A big thank you to NSW
Representative Professor Chris
Davison and the Western Australian
representative, Professor Stephen
Ritchie, who were replaced in October
by Professors Michele Simons (NSW)
and Helen Wildy (Western Australia).
Special thanks to Emeritus Professor
John Williamson, who retired as Dean
of Education at the University of
Tasmania and became interim Dean of
Education at Swinburne University
during the year. John has remained as
ACDE Deputy President and the Board
Executive has been joined by
Professor Stephen Dobson of the
University of South Australia, who is
now ACDE Secretary and Treasurer.
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ACDE continues to work productively
with the Federal Department of
Employment and Training (DET) and
the Australian Institute for Teaching
and School Leadership (AITSL) on
implementation of the
recommendations of the Teacher
Education Ministerial Advisory Group
(TEMAG) Report, released in February
2015.
As always, thank you to our very
effective ACDE staff team for their
political acumen and policy smarts,
commitment, support and extensive
networks, which keep ACDE so closely
engaged with issues critical to the
future of Australian teacher
education. The ACDE Board and Deans
greatly appreciate their efforts under
the leadership and guidance from our
Executive Director David Templeman.
Professor Tania Aspland

President 's
Report

Execut ive
Direct or's
Report

The past year has been a fruitful one
and the leadership of our
highly-supportive Board has been
invaluable in ACDE?s work to improve
Australian Teacher Education.
We held three successful Deans?Fora in
Melbourne, Brisbane and Sydney that
allowed for robust discussions between
Deans and key organisational
representatives. The main topics
covered Putting Evidence into Practice,
Selection and Teacher Performance
Assessment. Three more fora ? in
Sydney, Perth and then Sydney ? are
planned for the year ahead, beginning
with the October 2017 forum on
Professional Experience.
The speed of work needed for the
successful implementation of TEMAG
recommendations has remained
challenging. Again, we have called
frequently on Deans, who often have
competing commitments for time and

resources. ACDE greatly appreciates
their strong support.
I would like to thank our Project,
Policies and Networks Manager, Anne
Szadura, for her oversight of several
research projects and the ACDE?s five
networks. Our Office Administrator,
Tracey Langron has again kept the
organisation moving seamlessly and
Leslie Falkiner-Rose has continued to
effectively communicate ACDE
interests in numerous ways.
This year?s Statement of Accounts
show the sound state of ACDE finances
but ACDE will require further project
funding to sustain current staffing and
day-to-day activities. ACDE?s standing,
reputation and financial surety is
principally dependent on membership
subscription. Hence, to this end, ACDE
staff, in support of the ACDE Board,
will continue to work collectively and
collaboratively in the interests of
members both within and across
sectors. We aim to ensure that ACDE
provides the highest levels of
competency around policy
formulation, political engagement,
representation and strategic
communication for and on behalf of
the Council.
We look forward to the year ahead.
David Templeman
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President
Professor Tania Aspland
Deput y President
Professor John Williamson (from 22 October
2015)
Secret ary/ Treasurer
Professor Stephen Dobson
Aust ral ian Capit al Territ ory
Professor Geoffrey Riordan
New Sout h Wal es
Professor Michele Simons
Queensl and
Professor Donna Pendergast (from 27 November
2015)

ACDE
Board
2016 ?
June 30
2017

Nort hern Territ ory
Associate Professor Laurence Tamatea (from 1
July 2015 to 26 November 2015 and from 29 April
2016)
Sout h Aust ral ia
Professor Stephen Dobson (from 29 April 2016)
Tasmania
Associate Professor Karen Swabey (from 29 April
2016)
Vict oria

BOARD MEETINGS
Sydney: Friday, 15 July 2016
Thursday, 21 October 2016 ?
Annual General Meeting
Mel bourne: Friday, 25
November 2016

Professor Christine Ure

Brisbane: Friday, 10 February
2017

West ern Aust ral ia
Professor Helen Wildy

Mel bourne: Friday, 28 April
2017

Aboriginal and Torres St rait Isl ander Peopl es?
Represent at ive
Professor Peter Buckskin (from 27 November
2015)
cADRE Represent at ive
Professor Sue Shore (from 27 November 2015)
NADLATE Represent at ive
Associate Professor David Geelan (from 1 January
2016)
NADPE Represent at ive
Professor Christine Ure (in this capacity from 1
January 2016)
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ACDE Board News
The October 2016 ACDE Annual
General Meeting re-appointed ACDE
President, Professor Tania Aspland,
and Deputy President, Emeritus
Professor John Williamson, their ACDE
Board roles with South Australian
representative, Professor Stephen
Dobson, taking on a new role as ACDE
Secretary and Treasurer.

Professor Tania Aspland,
ACDE President

Professor Michele Simons, Dean of
Education, Western Sydney University
has replaced Professor Chris Davison
as the NSW representative.
Professor John
Williamson, ACDE
Secretary

Western Australian representative,
Professor Stephen Ritchie, has been
replaced by Professor Helen Wildy,
Dean and Head of School of Education,
UWA.
Professor Stephen
Dobson, ACDE
Treasurer

Professor Michele
Simons, NSW
Representative

Professor Helen Wildy,
Western Australia
Representative
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DEANS' FORA
The October 2016
Deans?Forum on
Putting Evidence into
Practice featured
keynote addresses
from then UA Chair,
Professor Barney
Glover, and Professor
Jenny Gore of
University of Newcastle. Professor Glover,
who is Vice-Chancellor of Western Sydney
University, called for a multi-faceted
approach to teaching quality.
Professor Jenny
Gore discussed
Quality Teaching
Rounds: Evidence
of Impact and
Implications for
Practice in Teacher
Education.

There was also a
Panel on Evaluating Initial Teacher
Education: Why, what, when, who and
how? ITE Providers addressing Program
Six and our annual reporting
requirements.

Teaching Perf ormance
Assessment
The March 2017
Deans' Forum
sessions featured
presentations
from the two
consortia of Initial
Teacher Education
providers who were selected by AITSL,
following a call for expressions of
interest in the Australian Teaching
Performance Assessment (TPA) grant
project.

Sel ect ion
The June 2017 Deans' Forum focused
on the selection of teacher education
students, with a wide-ranging
discussion between those in
attendance. AITSL CEO, Lisa Rodgers,
fielded questions from Deans at the
start of the Forum after Federal
Education Minister, Simon Birmingham,
was unable to address the Deans
because he was attending a funeral.
However, the Minister agreed to meet
with the Deans in Adelaide in August
2017.

Teachers Mut ual Bank
Sponsorship
The ACDE greatly appreciates Teachers
Mutual Bank?s contribution to defray
fora costs, with particular thanks to the
Bank?s Relationships Manager ?
Education, Shauna Wood.
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DEANS' FORA
2016 ANNUAL DINNER
Jane Caro, the social commentator whose
passionate defence of teachers on ABC's The Drum
garnered more than 1.5 million views, was equally
as compelling as the speaker at the ACDE's Annual
Dinner in Sydney in October 2016.
ACDE President, Professor Tania Aspland, also
launched Building Quality in Teaching and Teacher
Education. The freely available book was written by
Professor Nan Bahr of Griffith University and
Suzanne Mellor of the Australian Council for
Educational Research.

2016 ACDE Awards
At the ACDE Annual Dinner in October,
Professors Chris Davison, Lorraine Ling, Wendy
Patton, Peter Aubusson (in absentia), David Giles
and Peter Kell, as well as Associate Professor
Cheryl Sim, all received ACDE Awards for their
contributions to Teacher Education.

ACDE President, Professor Tania
Aspland and Professor Wendy
Patton, QUT
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2016 ACDE Award Winners f or t heir
Cont ribut ions t o Teacher Educat ion

Professor Chris Davison,
Head of School of
Education, UNSW

Professor David Giles,
Former Dean, Flinders
University School of
Education

Associate Professor Cheryl
Sim, Griffith University

Professor Peter Kell,
Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Faculty of
Law, Education, Business and
Arts, Charles Darwin University

Professor Peter Aubusson
(in absentia), University
of Technology Sydney
(UTS)

Professor Lorraine Ling,
PVC Associate and Former
Dean of the College of
Education, Victoria
University

Emeritus Professor Wendy
Patton, Faculty of
Education, Queensland
University of Technology
(QUT)
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OECD DOING THE ROUNDS
In 2017, Australia was one of seven
countries to host OECD Teaching and
Learning International Survey (TALIS)
site visits. At the Department of
Education's request, the ACDE Board
helped to identify providers and partner
schools to be seen by the two OECD
teams of three reviewers during May.
On 22 May 2017, the OECD Initial
Teacher Preparation Study {ITP) Review
Team convened an ACDE Board
discussion in Sydney. It then went on to
visit other states and territories. DET
expects delivery of the OECD Report in
late 2017.
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Indigenous Educat ion
In mid-2017 the 3Rs ? Respect,
Relationships, Reconciliation platform
came under ACDE stewardship when the
project team, based at UniSA, finalised
its work on the website.
ACDE will have a formal process for the
ongoing approval of additional content
for the 3Rs website, developed in close
consultation with the Australian
Indigenous Lecturers in Initial Teacher
Education Association. The AlLITEA, led
by Dr Peter Anderson, continues to
advise the ACDE Board on Indigenous
education.
We have also followed teacher
education students and graduates who
were involved in the Engagement and
Success Project in 2014 and the
OurMobTeach conference in 2015. Their
stories are on the Indigenous Education

pages along with videos of
presentations from the 2016
Deans' Forum on Indigenous
Education in Adelaide.

3Rs Webinar
In September 2017, the ACDE held a webinar, to promote the 3Rs platform
and improve the competence and confidence to teach Indigenous
education and students. It was a success, as is illustrated in the following
figures.
The webinar, which was free to participants, was sponsored by Teachers
Mutual Bank and the ACDE. All webinar materials remain available on
Indigenous Education pages under Networks on the ACDE website.
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ACDE Communicat ions
Message in a Workshop
What are the key concerns of ACDE members? In February 2017, ACDE
members attended a half-day Board messaging workshop to find out. The
aim of the workshop was to clarify ACDE's current roles and prioritise issues.
Issues firmly on the radar were:
-

Evidence of teacher impact on student outcomes
Selection, Retention and Attrition of teacher education students and
early career teachers
Professional Experience
Teaching workforce planning and relevant data collection
The impact of policy levers (e.g. cost of compliance)
The role of teacher education in Australia's future.

The session also produced this detailed map of ACDE stakeholders.
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ACDE Communicat ions
Out and About
The ACDE continues to talk to education stakeholders, and frequently posts
items from myriad sources, online and on social media. To be kept in the
loop, go to the ACDE website, follow us on Twitter @educationdeans and/ or
join our rapidly increasing cohort connected with ACDE on Linkedln. All our
Networks have dedicated website pages for items of particular interest to
members.

Raising t he St at us of Teachers
An ongoing key discussion concerns raising the status of teachers in Australia.
In 2017 Leslie Falkiner-Rose, ACDE Strategy and Communications, prepared a
discussion paper that was sent to all Deans for comment.
The paper is being used as a conversation starter with other education
stakeholders. Next steps involve a series of meetings with key education
groups to eventually craft a strategy that includes coordinated, positive
national messages and collaboration on ways to create and distribute content
around those messages.
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Australian
Capital
Territory
Report

The implementation of Phase Two
accreditation requirements and
course development has received
considerable attention in the ACT.
The University of Canberra (UC)
introduced a new Bachelor of Early
Childhood and Primary Education
degree course and the current
Master of Teaching (Secondary) is
being reviewed in preparation for
reaccreditation.
Australian Catholic University?s
(ACU) Jill Burgess led the design of a
new Graduate Certificate of
Education ? Inclusive Practices in
consultation with Catholic Education
Canberra-Goulburn.

John Paul College, Merici College and ACU
entered a Professional Experience
partnership last semester. Both Colleges
will run an in-school program for Bachelor
of Teaching pre-service teachers and
continue to meet their ACU placement
requirements.
UC and ACU have continued to focus on
research. Associate Professor Catherine
McLoughlin of ACU was awarded best
paper at the International Innovative and
Creative Education and Teaching
Conference 2017, in Badajoz Spain. UC
has strong research programs in a number
of areas including:
The STEM Educat ion Research Cent re
(SERC) team, under its director, Centenary
Professor Tom Lowrie, was awarded a new
Australian Research Council (ARC)
Discovery grant titled Equity and Spatial
Reasoning: Reducing the mathematics
achievement gap in gender and social
disadvantage. For another ARC funded
project - Processing graphical information
in digital environments: Visuospatial
reasoning in mathematics - the team is
developing a digital tool for testing spatial
reasoning in primary and high school
students. Professor Mary Hegarty from the
University of California joined UC?s SERC
team for four months to assist in the
development of the project and contribute
to team publications.
The SERC team was also awarded $6
million as part of the Australian
Government?s National Innovation and
Science Agenda. The funds will pay for the
Early Learning STEM Australia (ELSA) Pilot
Program that aims to enhance STEM
learning in the early years of schooling.
Professor Wayne Hawkins

New Sout h
Wal es
Report

2016-17 has been a year of
change as the Board of Studies,
Teaching and Educational
Standards (BOSTES) transforms to
the NSW Education Standards
Authority (NESA). ACDE
representatives met key staff
from NESA early in the year
including NESA CEO David de
Carvalho and other former
BOSTES colleagues who accepted
roles at the new Authority. These
meetings set a cooperative tone
for the year, a tone which resulted
in close collaboration between
ACDE and NESA on national issues
associated with transition
accreditation, the Teacher
Performance Assessment (TPA)
and the assessment of impact of
Initial Teacher Education (ITE)
programs. Working groups, with
representatives from the majority

of teacher education providers in NSW, were
formed to study each of these issues.
These Groups have provided valuable
opportunities for professional learning,
networking and for building closer working
relationships between NESA staff and the
wider group of Deans and Heads of Education.
In addition, the Groups?work has highlighted
the necessity of streamlining regulatory
processes to reduce the burden on ITE
providers. This issue is also being pursued in
discussions on matters such as annual data
reporting requirements and the
implementation of the Teacher Performance
Assessment in a way that is practicable for
school-based teachers and leaders who
support pre-service teachers.
During the year NESA conducted a series of
reviews on topics of State-wide concern. These
included the development of a framework for
the selection of teacher education candidates,
a review of Aboriginal Education in ITE and
more recently a review of teaching writing.
This latter review is notable for its focus not
only on ITE but on the wider teaching
profession and how the profession is
addressing teaching writing across the
curriculum.
The Deans are cooperating with the
Department of Education on a significant
project to curate mentoring resources for
teachers who support pre-service teachers.
Led by Tony Loughland of the University of
New South Wales, the project will deliver
resources that support moderation and
benchmarking processes to underpin
professional experience assessments.
Moderated video examples of good practice by
pre-service teachers is one example of the
resources to be provided. The NSW
Department of Education?s investment in this
project is very welcome and arises from the
deep and sustained collaboration between the
Department and Higher Education Providers
across the state. A notable result of this
collaboration is the Hub School initiative
which continues to deliver high quality
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Professional Experience and professional
learning for teachers and pre-service teachers
alike.

The annual State Conference, hosted by
Western Sydney University at its new vertical
campus in Parramatta, was one of the year?s
highlights. The conference theme, Future
Teaching, Teaching Futures: What Next for
Education? elicited a wide range of
discussions and the topic was addressed by a
number of speakers. The speakers included
Rob Stokes, Minister for Education, Jihad Dib,
Opposition Spokesperson for Education,
Professor Barney Glover, Vice-Chancellor of
Western Sydney University, Donna West,
Executive Officer for the NSW
Vice-Chancellor?s Committee and Professor
Barbara Comber from the University of South
Australia. A panel session with School leaders
from the peak Principals?Councils explored
employers?expectations of ITE graduates.
Other sessions focused on the future of the
Hub School initiative, issues relevant to
private Higher Education Providers in ITE and
the future of Early Childhood Education.
State-based chapters of the Network of
Associate Deans of Learning and Teaching in
the Discipline of Education (NADLATE) and the
Community of Associate Deans Research in
Education (cADRE) contributed to
opportunities for networking and the
development of ideas to inform the future
work of the Deans?group.

New Sout h
Wal es
Report

The NSW Deans have been
delighted to welcome Carolyn
McDonnell who now provides
executive support to the group. At
the August Annual General Meeting
office bearers were confirmed for
the next 12 months. They are:
-

-

Michele Simons (President
and ACDE Board
Representative)
John Fischetti
(Vice-President)
Chris Davison (Immediate
Past President)
Elizabeth Labone (Secretary)
Mary Ryan (Treasurer)

Professor Michele Simons

Nort hern
Territ ory
Report

Courses
This year, Charles Darwin
University (CDU) has undertaken
a significant range of
reaccreditation and accreditation
activities. These include two
Stage One course accreditations
and one Stage Two course
accreditation with the Australian
Institute for Teaching and School
Leadership (AITSL).
Following the closure of the
Graduate Diploma of Teaching
and Learning, the University is
undertaking accreditation of a
new Master of Teaching that will
be offered in Semester One
2018. The Master of Teaching is
an Initial Teacher Education (ITE)
course which comprises three
streams - Early Childhood and
Primary, Primary, and Secondary.
This course is available in
on-campus and online versions
or by mixed mode. The
University?s School of Education
has combined its seven Bachelor
of Education Secondary (BEdS)
courses into one. This new

course will offer 17 first teaching areas and 19
second teaching areas.
The new Bachelor of Education Primary, which has
achieved Stage Two accreditation, offers seven
primary specialisations, including Indigenous
Knowledges. The School of Education has also
introduced a Bachelor of Educational Studies for
inclusion in the 2018 curriculum. It is a flexible,
three-year undergraduate degree that provides
graduates with a wide range of post-study options
and opportunities. For example, graduates can
enter careers in fields such as vacation care,
homework centres, tutoring in private colleges
and home tutoring. It also gives candidates with an
interest in education the option of studying a
broad range of education subjects relating to
education as a discipline (non-teaching). The
course does not offer a professional teaching
qualification.
The School continues to offer the Bachelor of
Education in Early Childhood, Primary, and
Secondary, and these awards were reaccredited in
2016-17. We have also reaccredited our Master of
Education which now has a stronger Global
Education focus. The growing Master of Digital
Learning Futures, a two-year innovative and
industry-relevant course, provides leading edge
knowledge so graduates can understand, create
and teach with digital resources. It is suited to
those working, or who aim to work, in areas such
as teaching and learning, education software
development, instructional design, E-learning and
related fields. The program explores digital
paradigms in education, and combines
state-of-the-art theory with real-world new media
and ICT production skills for digital resource
development, learning and teaching.
Int ernat ional act ivit y
International student cohorts at the School
continue to grow both in the Initial Teacher
Education (ITE) and postgraduate programs. (The
University?s International Graduate Centre of
Education administers postgraduate studies.)
While the international graduate Higher Degree
Research Student (HDRS) numbers are still
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relatively low, it is an exciting area of growth
within the School. Other highlights of
international activity include:
1. In conjunction with the Indonesian Ministry of
Education and Culture, leading the development
of approaches that employ online modalities to
promote teachers?professional development
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Nort hern
Territ ory
Report

2. Providing leadership, staff exchanges and
training programs for Cambodian higher
education institutions and staff
3. Strengthening our relationship with the
University of Southeastern Philippines by
renewing our Memoranda of Agreement
4. Involvement in alumni activities in
collaboration with Griffith University and James
Cook University.
Lit eracy and Numeracy Test f or Init ial Teacher
Educat ion (LANTITE)
The School is establishing protocols to manage
the mechanisms and processes that track LANTITE
compliance with Australian Program Standard 3.5.
Teacher Perf ormance Assessment (TPA)
The Graduate Teacher Performance Assessment
(GTPA) and the Assessment for Graduate Teaching
(AfGT) are being trialled in Semester two. Once
the trials are complete, one will be chosen for use
in 2018 in all CDU?s nationally accredited
courses. These include Bachelor of Education
Primary, Bachelor of Education Secondary,
Bachelor of Education Early Childhood Teaching,
Bachelor of Education Graduate Entry and Master
of Teaching.
Non-academic assessment
Together with the CDU School of Psychological
and Clinical Sciences, the School of Education is
testing methods that satisfy the non-academic
entry requirement. The current tool used at the
School consists of two components ? 15
close-ended questions and six open-ended
questions. The School of Education has sought a
one-year extension from the Northern Territory?s
Teacher Registration Board before the tool is fully
implemented in 2019.

Universit y rest ruct ure
Charles Darwin University is
restructuring by disestablishing
Faculties and regrouping the
remaining nine Schools into six
Colleges. The School of Education
will be re-established as a College
of Education, however at the time
of writing the formal name of the
new college is still under
consideration. The School will
take this opportunity to reflect on
its role, programs and approaches.
Associate Professor Greg Shaw
(Northern Territory representative
while Associate Professor Laurence
Tamatea is on study leave).
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Queensland
Queensl
and
Report
Report

The QCDE is represented on many
taskforces and committees across the
state including:
-

-

-

-

The Queensland Council of the
Deans of Education (QCDE)
continues to strengthen its links
to key educational providers in
Queensland. As a collegial group,
the QCDE meets regularly with
the Queensland Department of
Education and Training, Catholic
Schools and Independent Schools
Queensland to examine a range
of issues and develop solutions.
The QCDE continues to work on
the perennial issue of
professional experience
placements for pre-service
teachers in Queensland. The
Deans are encouraging a cohesive
and collective approach that
ensures timely and appropriate
placement opportunities for
pre-service teachers regardless of
which higher education
institutions they attend.

The Queensland Ministerial
Taskforce on the Teacher
Workforce
The Queensland Ministerial
Taskforce on Senior Secondary
Assessment
The Queensland College of
Teachers' Professional Standards
Committee
The Queensland College of
Teachers Board

In 2017 a collegial approach adopted by
the QCDE and the Queensland Tertiary
Admissions Centre resulted in a mutually
agreed position on Non-Academic
Selection Criteria. The criteria and
associated assessment procedure were
subsequently approved by The Queensland
College of Teachers' Professional
Standards Committee.
Professor Donna Pendergast

In the course of the year new Deans and
Heads of School of Education have been
appointed:
-

Professor Faye McCallum at Adelaide
University
Professor Lindsey Conner at Flinders
University
Tracey Price at Tabor College.
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Sout h
Aust ral ian
Report

We also take this opportunity to thank
Professor Jan Keightley for her valued
service to ITE in SA and nationally.
Like other States, we have been working on
transition plans and workforce planning in
collaboration with the Department of
Education and Child Development in SA.
Another piece of work we have embarked
upon is a common language strategy
across our universities. We have once
again experienced significant pressures in
sourcing teacher placements with our
stakeholders.
On a State level the Deans are
represented in the Education
Taskforce facilitated by the
Department of Education and
Child Development. It is
currently re-convening itself as
the South Australian Teacher
Education Roundtable.
We are currently working on a
constitution for the SA Council of
Deans.
Professor Stephen Dobson

Tasmanian
Report

The University of Tasmania is
undergoing significant change as
individual faculties consolidate into
colleges from 1 July 2017. The
separate Faculties of Arts, Law and
Education have been re-aligned to
become the College of Arts, Law
and Education. This College model
brings together teaching and
research expertise in creative arts,
education, humanities, law and
social sciences. The re-alignment
affords opportunities for staff to
explore new ideas and knowledge
that will shape the futures of
individuals and societies, both
locally and internationally.
Professor Kate Darian-Smith will
relocate from Monash University to
the University of Tasmania to take
up the role of Executive Dean of the
College. The Schools of Law and
Education will retain a Dean for the

purposes of external liaison and
collaboration.
As part of the establishment of the new
College, the School of Education has been
granted funding by the University to open
a Rural and Regional Research Centre.
This Centre will be led by a Professor of
Rural and Regional Education, include
post-doctoral fellows and offer
scholarships for PhD students.
I am very pleased to announce that we
have had all our transition plans approved
by the Teachers Registration Board of
Tasmania on their first submission. This
was due in part to the collegial
relationship that has developed between
all relevant parties. We are one of the first
universities in Australia to have all our
templates approved and so bring our
accredited courses in line with the revised
AITSL requirements. This process was led
by Professor Megan Quentin-Baxter who
has moved into the role of Associate Dean
(Learning and Teaching) following the
retirement of Dr Sharon Thomas. I would
like to thank Sharon for her tireless
contribution to the Faculty of Education
learning and teaching area and
congratulate Megan on her exemplary
leadership in the process of preparing our
transition documentation.
We are participating in the trial of the
Graduate Teacher Performance
Assessment (GTPA) with a target cohort of
internship pre-service teachers from
across four programs - Master of Teaching
(Primary), Master of Teaching (Secondary),
Bachelor of Education (Primary) and the
Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood).
21 pre-service teachers are in public
school settings with an implementation
team of four teacher educators spanning
primary and secondary specialisations. All
participating pre-service teachers have
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now submitted their assessments and the
implementation team have participated in
the moderation processes of the national
consortium. Initial data analysis indicates
the GTPA process is influential in
pre-service teachers?practice and it also
provides a mechanism for collecting
evidence of practice.
In 2016 Dr Chad Morrison joined us as
Academic Director, Professional
Experience after Dr Dean Cooley resigned
to take up his new role as Academic
Director, Professional Experience at
Federation University in Ballarat. I offer
my congratulations to Dean and thank
him for leading Professional Experience
during his tenure at the University of
Tasmania. I am sad to report the passing
of Professor Bruce Waldrip in February
this year. He had a strong record of
publications and research grants secured
with his network of senior colleagues
around Australia, particularly in science
education. Bruce is remembered by those
who knew him as a dedicated and
talented researcher with keen insights
and willingness to assist colleagues trying
to develop their own research profiles.
Professor Karen Swabey
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Tasmanian
Report
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Vict orian
Report

The Victorian Council of
Deans of Education (VCDE)
meets regularly and often
invites input from the
Victorian Institute of Teaching
(VIT) and the Victorian
Department of Education and
Training (DET).
Representatives from the
Victorian chapter of the
Network of Associate Deans
of Learning and Teaching in
the Discipline of Education
(NADLATE) also attend VCDE
meetings on a regular basis.
The Victorian Government
has instituted a further
program of reform for Initial
Teacher Education (ITE) that
parallels the national agenda,
which was developed

following the release of the Teacher
Education Ministerial Advisory Group
(TEMAG) report.
A consultation paper, Working Together to
Shape Teacher Education, was released by
DET in September 2016 and resulted in a new
ITE selection framework in Victoria that
requires consideration of academic and
non-academic capabilities, and evidence of
effectiveness. The academic capabilities
component requires a minimum Australian
Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR) of 65 for
2018 and 70 from 2019. Providers are also
required to implement selection for
non-academic capabilities for the 2018
selection round.
VCDE reviewed possible tools and eight of
the 11 providers agreed to use the
video-mediated assessment tool known as
CASPer. VCDE met with representatives from
CASPer?s producer, the ALTUS company, to
design items required for the test. ALTUS has
made Australian videos and recently made a
sample of videos available for providers for
advanced viewing. Two smaller Victorian
providers are using interviews instead of
CASPer and The University of Melbourne is
using its own Teacher Capability Assessment
Tool. The Victorian Selection Framework for
ITE will also include consideration of criteria
for alternative pathways for entry into ITE.
While much of this work is yet to be
undertaken, a working group is developing a
Vocational Education and Training (VET)
pathway program for selection for 2019.
Victoria?s DET has set up an ITE stakeholder
reference group to oversee projects related
to the Victorian ITE reform agenda. VCDE is a
member of the group. In addition to the VET
pathways project, the reference group is
conducting the Gates Community of Practice
(CoP) Project to develop a survey and
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feedback mechanism for ITE. This is part
of a larger project, funded by the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation, that involves
eight groups from the US, Finland the UK
and Australia.

The Victorian survey feedback project
serves as Australia?s sole contributor to
the larger project coordinated by
Learning First, an Australian education
research and policy institute. The eight
international groups of the Gates CoP
project operate as a consortium but
work on independent projects.
Collaboration occurs via meetings,
webinars and readings. The Victorian
project has developed and piloted a
survey and feedback mechanism for ITE.
It is expected that the pilot will provide
feedback on the quality of ITE course
provision from beginning teachers and
employees. VCDE has worked to ensure
the results are communicated at an
aggregate level in the public domain
and individually to education providers.
Professor Christine Ure

Vict orian
Report

West ern
Aust ral ia
Report

Western Australian universities
continue to work closely with
Department of Education
officials and the WA Teachers
Registration Board. Feedback
from the Department?s
Workforce Planning staff on
principals?perceptions of
classroom readiness of
graduate teachers has been
most useful, as has the
response from graduate
teachers. Data from the two
surveys are reported, separately
and in aggregate, to each
university. The reports, while
positive, draw attention to the
need for closer examination of
assessment and reporting in
teacher preparation courses.
Interactions with the
Department of Education have
increased our understanding of
employment trends at
university level and how
universities might respond. The
current mining downturn has

benefited the teaching profession by generating
large numbers of high quality science and
mathematics teachers who have long been in short
supply.
The WA Teachers Registration Board (TRB) supports
universities to address accreditation issues. In
response to workforce needs, the TRB extended the
accreditation of one-year postgraduate Diploma of
Education courses to 2017, and in 2018 graduates
with this qualification will be considered eligible
for registration.
Pre-service teacher enrolments in 2017 reached
their highest level in decades, due primarily to the
WA economy, and this has put pressure on school
placement programs that have practicum and
internship requirements. Rural schools have been
the beneficiary of this problem - many have
welcomed practicum placements, leading to
appointments in difficult-to-staff locations. The
TRB was sensitive in its handling of the national
literacy and numeracy test for pre-service teachers
by allowing time to embed the necessary processes
during 2016, and mandating the successful
completion of the test by all 2017 pre-service
teachers.
We acknowledge the leadership of the ACDE Board
in navigating the challenges post Teacher
Education Ministerial Advisory Group (TEMAG), and
its work in building robust relationships with the
Australian Institute for Teaching and School
Leadership (AITSL), registration authorities and
state and federal governments during this period
of rapid change in teacher education.
Professor Helen Wildy
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ACDE Project s
Aust ral ian Research Al l iance For Chil dren and Yout h
(ARACY) Project on Parent al Engagement and Teacher
Training
ARACY has provided funding to the Australian Council of Deans of Education to undertake
a scoping project that focuses on parental engagement and teacher education. The results
will be used to develop resources that help pre-service teachers learn the value of
parental engagement and the skills to achieve it. Associate Professor David Geelan, Chair
of the Network of Associate Deans of Learning and Teaching in the Discipline of Education
(NADLATE) is leading the project, which is comprised of two components:
-

-

An audit of current practices, programs and projects used by Australian ITE providers
that teach the parental engagement curriculum, and prepare graduates for working
in this area
A literature review of recent research relating to parental engagement in the ITE
curriculum.

A report synthesising the findings of both components will be provided to ARACY by the
end of 2017.
The NADLATE Steering Group and representatives from ARACY comprise the Project
Steering Group.

Sel ect ion int o Init ial Teacher Educat ion (SiITE) Project
During 2016, the ACDE Board identified admission into ITE courses as a critical issue and
consequently provided significant funds to examine selection practices across Australian
ITE courses. The Federal Department of Education and Training (DET) contributed
additional funds, which allowed for a more comprehensive project survey and the
inclusion of interviews with Deans.
Led by Professor John Williamson, Deputy President ACDE, the project builds on the 2013
Universities Australia Survey on Initial Teacher Education Selection Methods instrument. The
project team comprised Dr Christine Gardner (University of Tasmania), Associate Professor
Sally Knipe (La Trobe University), Professor Heather Fehring (Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology), Anne Szadura (ACDE) and Leslie Falkiner-Rose (ACDE).
The project mapped the selection methodologies used by ITE Providers with a view to
understanding the diverse approaches used in specific institutional contexts. The study
also included interviews conducted with Deans and Heads of School, pre-service teachers
and recent graduates who provided additional data that will support future investigations
of teacher selection strategies.
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ACDE Project s
Human Right s, Cul t ural Compet ency and Ant i-Racism
Educat ion in ITE
The AHRC has given ACDE a grant for a project on human rights, cultural
competency and anti-racism education in Initial Teacher Education. The project will
survey all lTE providers to identify current practices and possible ITE gaps in these
areas. It is due to report in early 2018.

ACDEVEG has continued to hold regular
meetings, engage with stakeholders, and initiate
new activities.
During 2017 we revised the ACDEVEG terms of
reference, with approval from the ACDE Board,
and updated the web page. Our second annual
VET teaching and teacher-education conference
in December 2016 in Sydney attracted around
140 participants from academia and the VET
sector. It was a joint venture between UTS and
TAFE NSW. The addition of a
practitioner-focused half-day with ?roundtables?
on VET teaching issues was a great success;
nearly all conference participants attended that
event as well as the main conference.
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ACDEVEG
ACDE Vocat ional
Educat ion Group

The 2017 conference, ?Driving the future quality
of VET teaching in Australia?, is in Brisbane in
December, organised by Griffith University in
conjunction with TAFE Queensland, and the
half-day pre-conference workshops will again
take place.
In recognition of the clear success of our
conferences, ACDVEG has established a
conference standing committee to ensure that
the local committees benefit from the learnings
from previous conferences. The conferences are
gaining wide recognition throughout the VET
sector.
The royalties from the ACDEVEG-created 2014
textbook, Teaching in the VET Sector in Australia,
are again being used to fund two competitive
scholarships for people undertaking higher
education VET teacher-education courses. The
scholarships provide transport and
accommodation costs and free registrations for
the ACDEVEG conference.
A special edition of the International Journal of
Training Research has been published (2017,
15:1), based on papers from the 2015
conference. ACDEVEG has continued its
relationship building with the relevant branch of
the Commonwealth Department of Education
and Training; and with ?Skills for Australia?(a
division of PwC), the Skills Service Organisation
responsible for VET teacher-education
qualifications delivered in the VET sector
(Certificate IV and Diploma). Erica Smith,
ACDEVEG Convenor, has been appointed to the
Industry Reference Committee that oversees the
latter qualifications.

A joint initiative between ACDEVEG and
Skills for Australia will offer awards from
2018 for ?VET Teacher Educator of the
Year?; one for teachers of higher
education VET teacher education courses,
and one for teachers of the VET sector
courses (Cert IV/ Diploma).
A major article in The Australian in
September 2017 featured the beneficial
effects of VET teacher-education degrees,
citing research work undertaken by
ACDEVEG members and colleagues in an
ARC Linkage project, and the courses run
by the University of Tasmania:
?Specialised VET teacher degree gives
educators?practice an edge?.
The group has begun work on mapping
and improving practicum practices in our
courses.
Professor Erica Smith, Convenor

cADRE

Research Grant Block Funding and the
National Innovation and Science
Agenda. She shared examples of
existing good research management
and practices:
-

Communit y of Associat e
Deans in Research
-

-

-

Engaging with the world,
including recruitment of
research candidates from
overseas
Publishing in the PhD
Improved professional
development and training for
supervisors and candidates
Monitoring progress of
candidates and promoting
accountability in supervision
Using National Good Practice
guidelines.

A panel discussion facilitated by Erica
Smith of Federation University
followed the Professor?s presentation.
The discussion focused on enhancing
educational impact for Excellence in
Research for Australia (ERA), with
presentations by:
The cADRE Network Steering Group
(NSG) met via teleconference on five
occasions between July 2015 and June
2016. The wider Network met in person
on 20 October 2016 and 15 June 2017.
At the October 2016 meeting keynote
speaker Professor Denise Cuthbert,
Convenor of the Australian Council of
Graduate Research, presented on the
state and context of research training in
Australia. She noted that the current
political and economic climate has
created challenges in managing political
research agendas that have competing
and shifting goals. Professor Cuthbert
also outlined Federal Government
initiatives that have influenced research
over the past two years. These include,
among others, the Australian Council of
Learned Academies review into research
training systems, the Watt review on

-

Sarah Howard (Australian
Research Council) ? What does
ERA 2018 mean for the discipline
of Education? What have we
learnt from the last ERA rounds?
How can we enhance research
performance in the discipline?
Carmel Dietzmann (Australian
Catholic University) ? What did
we learn from the Excellence in
Innovation for Australia (Impact)
Trial?
Janette Bobis (Sydney
University) ? The difference
between research ?influence?and
research ?impact?. Lessons learnt
from the UK 2014 REF experience.

The key topic discussed by attendees
of the Network meeting held in June
2017 was the development of a
national agenda to inform ACDE?s
strategic research directions.
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An agenda is being drafted from the ideas
generated during the meeting, which will
be presented to the ACDE Board in late
2017.
The cADRE Steering Group agreed to
establish the position of Deputy Chair to
act for the Chair when the latter is
unavailable and to provide additional
support to the Steering Group. Wendy
Nielsen of the University of Wollongong
was appointed as Deputy Chair in late
2016.
cADRE held its second annual webinar on
9 May 2017 to discuss ?Positioning for
Impact and Engagement in Research?.
Erica Smith of Federation University?s
School of Education generously sponsored
the event. Wendy Nielsen facilitated the
webinar that included presentations by:
-

-

David Geelan (Griffith University) ?
Evidence of Impact in ITE Research
Laura Perry (Murdoch University) ?
Research Performance in Field of
Research (FoR) 13 across Australian
Universities
Erica Smith (Federation University) ?
Positioning for Impact and
Engagement in Research in the VET
sector.

Over 80 people registered for the webinar
and approximately 50 participated in the
live webinar. In addition to cADRE
members, staff and students, attendees
included members of three other ACDE
Networks ? NADLATE, NADPE and
ACDEVEG. cADRE has been active in
several research projects over this
12-month period:
-

ACDE, Aust ral ian Associat ion f or
Research in Educat ion (AARE) and
Aust ral ian Teacher Educat ion
Associat ion (ATEA) Al l iance project
t o est abl ish capacit y buil ding f or a
research-rich educat ion prof ession
Charles Darwin University?s Sue
Shore and Barry Down of Murdoch
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cADRE
Communit y of Associat e
Deans in Research

University remain as ACDE
representatives in this project,
that includes collaborators from
AARE and ATEA. Over 70 people
attended a series of related
focus groups and workshops
held across the country in
February and March 2017.
Attendees included pre-service
teachers, teacher educators,
education researchers, and
policy-makers and
administrators working in
education. The data collected
during these events is currently
being analysed and a follow-up
survey is scheduled for the
second half of 2017. The
participants anticipate that this
work will result in a clear vision
for educational research.
Abstracts about the project have
also been prepared for 2017
conferences including those of
the British Education Research
Association, ATEA and AARE.

cADRE

cADRE has considered other potential
projects and areas of interest during
the year:
-

Communit y of Associat e
Deans in Research

-

Review of Cat egory 1 Grant s in
Research Income in Educat ional
Research
The ACDE Board granted funding
for Amy Cutter-Mackenzie of
Southern Cross University to
stocktake and review successful
Category 1 grants in Education.
The research sought answers to
questions such as:
-

-

-

-

What FoRs have been most
successful? Are there any
links between funding and
the quality of research?
What funding is being
provided?
What are the common
themes and gaps in research
areas?
What research is deemed
most significant by the
funding bodies?
How many have Chief
Investigators/ Partner
Investigators (CI/ PI) across
institutions and are
international?

The final report, A National Stocktake and
Review of Category 1 Grants Funding in
Education, was presented to the ACDE
Board in July 2017.

-

-

-

Associate Deans (Research) in
Education Workload ? a study to
determine how different
Faculties and Schools of
Education define quality in the
discipline, and how they set
research only, research-active
and teaching-focussed
workloads and targets (this
project is planned for 2018)
Collation of a database of
research interests and expertise
across the cADRE Network
Analysis of where Education is
situated in institutions across
the country (single or
multi-discipline Faculties or
Schools) and creation of an
Education Research Institute
database
Collection of information about
doctoral students?research
across Faculties and Schools of
Education.
Professor Sue Shore
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The NADLATE Steering Group (NSG)
continues to meet regularly with five
teleconferences between July 2016 and
June 2017. The wider Network has also
met on two occasions ? 20 October 2016
and 15 June 2017.
Twenty-eight members of the Network
attended the October 2016 meeting to
discuss a range of topics including:
-

-

-

Primary Specialisations - Network
of Academic Directors of
Professional Experience (NADPE)
members joined for this session
Evidence of Impact ? logistical
implications
Graduate teacher performance
assessment ? how to address the
new Program Standard 1.2
Student selection, including
screening for non-academic
capabilities

Members also discussed NADLATE?s
vision for teacher education, including
the professional identity of teacher
educators and how the profile of teaching
can be lifted in the community. Members
agreed that, to speak effectively about
why teacher education matters, it is
important for the Network to use an
assertive and united voice. One
important question that arose concerns
how the Network can achieve such a
voice within current constraints. A
Messaging Workshop tailored specifically
to NADLATE, conducted by Leslie
Falkiner-Rose, ACDE Communications,
allowed for more discussion on the topic.
The group explored:
-

-

The things NADLATE does well
The value of NADLATE
Relationships, sharing what the
challenges are and how
NADLATE/ individual institutions
have overcome these
Schools ? access to quality
supervision
How to conduct partnerships
Deciphering the policies

NADLATE
Net work of Associat e
Deans of Learning and
Teaching in t he
Discipl ine of Educat ion

-

The need for collaboration
Looking at the big picture
Advocacy for Education and
teachers.

The Network has been involved in the
following projects over this 12-month
period:
-

Peer Review of Assessment of
Init ial Teacher Educat ion Project
NADLATE?s participation in tests
of the University of Tasmania?s
Online Peer Review Tool (OPRT)
was delayed due to a change in
platform designer. The OPRT is
now fully ready for use and
participating institutions will

These include:
- Institutional strategies such as
hurdle tasks (tasks that must be
completed in order to complete
the course) built into ITE
programs
- Tailor-built Moodle (an
e-learning platform) sites
- Support provided by Academic
Services Study Support Units for
student completion of external
tests such as the Cambridge
LANTITE Edge Test.

NADLATE
Net work of Associat e
Deans of Learning and
Teaching in t he
Discipl ine of Educat ion
undertake a benchmarking of
assessment later in 2017.
-

Aust ral ian Research Al l iance
f or Chil dren and Yout h (ARACY)
Project on Parent al
Engagement and Teacher
Training
Further information regarding
this project is contained on
page 30, ACDE Projects .

Other key issues of interest for the
Network in 2016-17 have included:
-

Primary special isat ions The
impact of incorporating a
primary specialisation in Early
Childhood Education (ECE)
programs remains an ongoing
concern. This may lead to
discontinuation of some ECE
programs.

-

Onl ine Pract ice Test s - Lit eracy
and Numeracy Test f or Init ial
Teacher Educat ion (LANTITE)
Network members have shared
how their institutions
implement online literacy and
numeracy practice tests that
prepare students for LANTITE.

-

Screening f or non-academic
capabil it ies
Network members discussed national
developments in this area and
associated issues of student selection.

-

Facil it at ing St at e/ Territ ory
?Chapt ers? and support ing members
across individual St at es/ Territ ories
NADLATE members believe the
Network can achieve even more if it
has a collective voice locally as well
as nationally. Steering Group
representatives are engaging with
their respective state and territory
members to build stronger
communication channels between
members and greater involvement in
the Network. Representatives are also
seeking dialogue with state-based
Councils of Deans of Education and
have been invited to attend their fora
in at least two states.
Associate Professor David Geelan
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A Steering Group, with representation
from across all states and territories and
the Australian Indigenous Lecturers in
Initial Teacher Education (AILITEA), was
established to progress the work of
NADPE. It met for the first time on 19 July
2016 and has continued to meet regularly
with four meetings between August 2016
and June 2017. DET and AITSL
representatives have also attended these
meetings.
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NADPE
Net work of Academic
Direct ors of Prof essional
Experience NADPE)

The f ol l owing Terms of Ref erence have
been est abl ished f or NADPE:
1. Work with the Australian Council of
Deans of Education (ACDE) to host
and support the Network.
2. Govern the Network via a NADPE
Steering Group that has national
representation with a Chair,
nominated by the NADPE Steering
Group (NSG), who represents issues
to and from ACDE as the host
organisation via the ACDE Board. A
Deputy Chair, also nominated by the
NSG, acts for the Chair when the
latter is unavailable.
3. Share innovative practices, identify
issues, and provide a collective
voice and critical leadership around
key issues associated with
Professional Experience for Initial
Teacher Education students.
4. Work collegially across institutions
and in partnership with government
to address the issues associated
with the delivery of quality
Professional Experience for Initial
Teacher Education students.
5. Establish and maintain an open
access database of best practice in
provision of Professional
Experience.

6. Build leadership capacity and
develop strategies to respond
in a timely manner to current
and emerging issues and
agendas around Professional
Experience.
7. Build a sustainable
infrastructure to provide
support for members of
NADPE.
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NADPE
Net work of Academic
Direct ors of Prof essional
Experience NADPE)
Dr Susan Ledger, Murdoch)

DET funding has supported NADPE in
identifying new methods of working
across institutions to move past
current practices and improve the
nature of Professional Experience.
The key project deliverables include:
-

-

-

-

Developing a roadmap for
greater consistency and rigour
in the assessment of all
Professional Experience
(Project Leader: Dr Trudy
Sweeney, Flinders)
Identifying models of best
practice for partnerships
around Professional
Experience and sharing these
across the Network [Project
Leader: Dr Iain Hay, Macquarie]
Providing guidance on the
collection, classification and
assessment of evidence for the
Portfolio of Evidence (Project
Leader: Dr Chad Morrison,
UTas)
Developing recommendations
for future reform of
Professional Experience,
including actions for providers
and consultation with relevant
bodies, like regulators, to
encourage greater recognition
of the supervisory teacher role
as ongoing professional
development (Project Leader:

Thirty members of NADPE, as well
as representatives from DET and
AITSL, met on 20 October 2016
(before the ACDE Deans?Forum
the following day) to discuss and
provide input into each individual
project deliverable. There will be
a chapter in the final report on
issues encountered by Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander students
on Professional Experience
placements and where ITE sits in
this space. The project is due to
be completed, with the report
submitted to DET, by 22
September 2017.
Professor Christine Ure

